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Broad Goals


 

Build a sustainable energy future that 
creates jobs and economic 
opportunity across Saskatchewan


 
Stop contributing to global climate 
change  


 
Don’t leave the next generation a 
legacy of radioactive waste or widely 
distributed weapons grade fuels 



Advice of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change


 

“It is often more cost effective to invest in end- 
use energy efficiency improvement than in 
increasing energy supply...”


 

At carbon prices of up to $50U.S./per ton of 
carbon dioxide equivalent: the UN IPPC Panel 
finds renewable energy rising from 18% of 
electricity supply to 30-35% by 2030, while 
nuclear rises from 16% to 18%. For nuclear: 
“safety, weapons proliferation and waste remain 
as constraints” says the Panel. (IPCC, 2007, 
Mitigation of Climate Change, page 13)



Advice of the U.K. Climate Change 
Report (Sir Nicholas Stern)


 

The economic cost of taking action on climate 
change is far less than the economic 
consequences of not taking action (eg: cost of 
hurricanes and severe storms, cost of severe 
drought)


 

“The investment that takes place in the next 10- 
20 years will have a profound effect on the 
climate in the second half of this century and in 
the next” (Summary of Conclusions)


 

“To stabilize concentrations of carbon dioxide in 
the long run, (global) emissions will need to be 
cut by more than 80% from 2000 levels.”(p.223)



A New Mandate For SaskPower


 
Pursue electricity conservation 
whenever it is the least cost option


 
Renewable energy to be considered 
first when new electricity generation is 
planned


 
Coal powered electricity to be phased 
out as part of our greenhouse gas 
reduction plan



Use SaskPower To:


 

Invest at least $200 million per year in 
helping Sk. Residents use electricity more 
efficiently- direct install/financial 
incentives/expert technical advice


 
Install large scale wind power at numerous 
locations – target 20% wind power by 
2020 (use natural gas & hydro for backup)


 
Buy hydro from Manitoba 


 
Joint ventures with wind farm co-ops, 
municipalities, First Nations, private sector



Centennial Wind Power Project 
Photo Credit: SasKPower



150 Megawatts/83 Turbines 
Photo Credit: SaskPower



Top 10% in performance 
Photo Credit: SaskPower



Create decentralized wind power 
network across Saskatchewan



Use SaskPower To:


 

Install waste heat recovery units at every 
natural gas compressor station in Sk.


 
Install small scale, low impact hydro in 
Northern Saskatchewan (150MW) in 
partnership with First Nations & Metis


 
Use waste wood for electricity generation 
near forest fringe communities


 
Install solar photovoltaic systems at Univ. 
of Sask., SIAST and high schools



Waste Heat Recovery



Solar PV: Red River College 
Photo Credit: Red River College



Provincial Legislation To Drive A 
Renewable Energy Agenda


 

Adopt legislation that sets in law 
greenhouse gas reduction 
requirements


 
Put SaskPower’s new mandate 
into law


 
Adopt a “Renewable Energy and 
Energy Conservation Portfolio 
Standard” in law



Provincial Legislation 


 

Introduce a “Standard Price Offer” 
for moderate sized renewable 
projects


 
Expand net metering 


 
Adopt solar rights legislation 


 
Introduce feed in tariffs to 
encourage widespread adoption 
of renewable energy systems



Solar Photovoltaic Installation Solar Photovoltaic Installation 
Roof of Volvo Parts Facility Roof of Volvo Parts Facility -- GermanyGermany 

Photo Credit: Peter Prebble



Feed In Tariff Principles


 

Green energy producers have guaranteed 
grid access with 15-20 years contracts at 
above market rates.  All electricity 
generated by qualified renewable sources 
are purchased.  In our case SaskPower 
would be the buyer.


 
Started in Germany which has used the 
policy to take renewables from 6% to 14% 
of market share.  Germany now has 1/2 
the world’s solar power generation.



Feed In Tariff (FIT) Examples


 

California adopted FIT in 2006 and found it has 
helped drive capital investment in renewables


 

Ontario pays 11 cents per kwh for wind power 
and 42 cents per kwh for solar photovoltaic  
generation. It’s ten year target for R.E. was 
exceeded in the 1st year of adoption.


 

Greece pays 65 cents per kwh (U.S.) for solar.


 
Feed in tariffs have operated in Switzerland, 
Italy, Denmark, Spain, Portugal, Sweden and 
Thailand since the year 2000.



New Role For SaskEnergy


 

New mandate beyond natural gas to 
include renewable energy sources for 
space and hot water heating


 
Lead large scale demonstrations in district 
heating using waste heat and renewable 
energy sources / also heat storage demos


 
In addition to its residential energy 
conservation programs, launch a series of 
low interest loans and incentives for 
conservation in commercial buildings



Energy Efficiency Building Codes 
And Demonstrations


 

Introduce an energy efficiency code for all 
new construction  (eg: Energy Star/R2000)


 
Provide financial incentives for all those 
who better the code, particularly for those 
who build to standards that use 20% or 
less energy than a conventional home


 
Province should partner to build 
demonstration net zero energy homes and 
Factor 9 homes across Saskatchewan



Factor 9 House - Regina Photo Credit: SRC / Rob Dumont



Net Zero Energy Home in Edmonton 
Photo Credit: Equilibrium TM Housing, CMHC



Voluntary Partnerships


 

Government of Sk., cities and towns could 
work together to build new renewable 
energy subdivisions/ community facilities.


 
Province, City and an existing urban 
neighborhood could demonstrate cutting 
GHG emissions 50%.


 
Government of Saskatchewan and U of S 
could partner to achieve a 50% reduction 
in GHG emissions by 2020 using 
efficiency and renewable energy 
investments



EcoVillage at Craik, Saskatchewan 

Photo Credit: Craik Sustainable Living Project



Okotoks Solar Subdivision 
Photo Credit: Drake Landing/Town of Okotoks/Modern Eco Homes



Samso Island 
Photo Credit: Peter Prebble





Samso Island, Denmark  
District Heating with Renewables



Geothermal For Space and Hot 
Water Heating


 

Several communities south of Regina 
have geothermal potential


 
A geothermal test should be conducted at 
the University of Regina


 
SaskEnergy should explore a geothermal 
demonstration project in a southern Sask. 
community where underground water 
temperatures reach 100 degrees C.



Geothermal production 
for electricity and district 

heating 
Unterhacing, Germany 

Photo Credit: Peter Prebble



Installing A District Heating 
System: Unterhaching, Germany  

Photo Credit: Peter Prebble





Mayor of Unterhacing, Dr. Erwin Knapek



Leadership in Training


 

Critical to have a trained workforce for 
energy efficiency retrofits, siting and 
installation of renewable energy 
technologies


 
Launch training programs at SIAST, U of S 
and community colleges


 
Leadership by example is also important: 
Province should train its own staff and 
target 50% GHG cut in provincial facilities.



Rebuild Cancelled Programs


 

Our new provincial government has kept 
the grant programs for net metering, solar 
photovoltaic systems & small wind and 
built on them. Congratulations!


 
Our new provincial government has closed 
the Office of Energy Conservation. 


 
Our new provincial government has 
cancelled the Green Future Fund ($320 M)
for tackling climate change. Reassess!



Transport Sector


 

Revamp the way energy systems are organized 
– Province should purchase the Regina- 
Davidson rail corridor (scheduled for phase out), 
reinstate passenger rail service, strongly 
encourage freight transport by rail


 

Province could adopt California vehicle emission 
standards


 

Province could lower speed limits; require speed 
limiters on commercial trucks; 


 

Province & communities do demonstration 
projects eg: plug in hybrids charged by solar  



CONCLUSION


 

Allocate serious budget $ to the task of building 
a renewable energy society: for example $600 
million per year matched by the private sector.


 

Ottawa should be a full financial partner


 
Make conservation the foundation of energy 
planning / then build Renewable energy systems


 

Spend strategically where we can get deepest 
GHG emission cut quickly & without high risk


 

Look at every economic development and 
energy proposal through a GHG lens
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